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Canadian soul singer-songwriter

“Montreal’s Erykah Badu ”
Laurent Saulnier, Vice-President of the Montreal
International Jazz Festival

‘’Sarah MK is a serious
artist who is willing to
push topical and stylistic
envelopes’’
SoulTracks.com

“Sarah MK is one of
Montreal’s hottest R&B”
vocalists’
Richard Burnett, The Montreal Gazette

‘’Her fuss-free melodies and
smooth transitions between
song and rap will have you
instantly falling in love.’’
Pop Montreal

‘’Borders be blurred, borders
be damned is what best
defines the group’s highly
original and inventive
approach to music and
opulent sound’’
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‘’ The album (Worth It),
if you still haven’t had
the chance to hear it, is
stunning’’
Cult MTL

‘’Une belle découverte’’
Canoe.ca

C

anadian
soul
singer-songwriter
Sarah
MK strikes the balance between message
and
music
with
graceful
mastery.

Seamlessly alternating from slow-burning R&B to Jazz
improvisation to full-blown MC, she has an impressive
measure of versatility channeled by a fine tuned approach
to sounds and lyrics. Sarah MK was born and raised in
Montreal and is a recipient of a bachelor’s degree in
Jazz vocals from the Université de Montreal. Her first
album was released in 2011 and, although she has
been on a resourcing hiatus about recording her own
compositions since, she has been highly active as a solid
collaborator and creator with Montreal’s finest artists.
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he was the singer for the legendary
French hip hop group Dubmatique,
sang in the choir for the Orchestre
Symphonique de Montreal’s production
of ‘’Porgy and Bess’’, has recorded and
scored music and vocal arrangements for
RapKeb superstars Dead Obies, Brown,
Joe Rocca and for the Hallmark movie ‘’A
Majestic Christmas’’, has co-founded the
all women musician supergroup Lotus
Collective where she acts as keyboardist,
booker and co-musical director, has
toured North America and Europe with
Haitian artist Vox Sambou and klezmer
hip hop musician Socalled and so much
more! She also released a single under
her name in the summer of 2018 with
production by virtuoso pianist Anomalie
and works part-time as a music educator
for the Evenko Foundation and for the
Marguerite Bourgeoys school board. Her
music was featured on CNN and CBC
and she has performed numerous times
at the Montreal International Jazz Fest,
Francofolies, Pop Montreal and more!

S

ince mid-2018, Sarah MK has
been furtively working on a
new album of 8 songs deeply
anchored in the stylistics of Soul and
R&B music. A first single is planned to
be released in the early fall of 2019 with
the full album following shortly after.
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JOURNAL FORUM
UDM 2013
Sarah Makonnen jazze le hip-hop
Voix chaude et yeux pétillants : l’énergie de Sarah
Makonnen déplace de l’air et bouscule au passage
les idées reçues

MONTREAL
GAZETTE
Montreal International Jazz Festival
2012: The Montreal triumph of soul
singer Sarah MK – headlining jazz
fest, teaching kids music in class
“I remember feeling intimidated performing in
front of Oliver Jones once... “
Read more

Press
HUFFINGTONPOST QUEBEC
Festival de Jazz de Montréal
La jeune artiste MC et slammeuse
montréalaise Sarah MK chante aussi un
univers métissé de soul, hip hop et de
R&B contemporain.

MIRROR
Love and Hair
Live entertainnement with Sarah
MK and a jazzy trio...

Press
24H
33e Festival de Jazz de
Montréal
Sarah MK a offert une prestation
lors de la conférence de presse.

OKAY PLAYER
Sarah MK’s debut album
Sarah MK’s debut album, Worth
It, finds the Canadian songstress
contemplating if life’s challenges
are worth all the static. She treads
the familiar ground of ignoring
naysayers and trying to find
meaningful relationships amidst
people who only pursue music for
big paychecks.
Read more
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OKAY AFRICA
Gabriel Teodros ft. Sarah
MK - Black Love
“Black Love” is the Bonita Applebum-smooth latest from Ethiopian-American wordsmith Gabriel
Teodros. When we last heard from the respected
Seattleite, he was spitting otherwordly concoctions in
the form of Ethio-diasporic collective CopperWire.
His latest marks a return to Pacific Northwest soul,
this time teaming up with Montreal’s EthiopianCanadian songstress/MC Sarah MK in a testament to
beauty.
Read more

HIP HOP CANADA
Sarah MK- Just friends
Watch the video
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